Introduction and Preliminaries
The involute of the curve is decent known by the mathematicians especially the differential geometry scientists. There are many essential consequences and properties of curves. Involute curves examined by some authors [3, 6] . Frenet vectors of a curve were taken as the position vector and the regular curve drawn by the new vector is identified. This curve were called the Smarandache curve [10] . Special Smarandache curves examined by certain writers [1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9] . K. Taşköprü, M. Tosun studious particular Smarandache curves belonging to Sabban frame on 2 S [11] . Şenyurt and Çalışkan investigated particular Smarandache curves belonging to Sabban frame of spherical indicatrix curves and they gave some characterization of Smarandache curves [4] . Let are collectively Frenet-Serret apparatus of this curve. The Frenet formulae are also well known as, respectively [6] ( ) = ( ) ( ), ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) = ( ) ( ). 
On The Sabban Frame Belonging To İnvolute-Evolute Curves
In this section, we investigated special Smarandache curves such as created by Sabban frame,
. We will find some results. These results will be expressed depending on the evolute curve. Let's find results on this Smarandache curves. Sabban frames of spherical indicatrix belonging to involute curve are as follows: 
From the equation (2.13) and (2.14), 
Proof: From the equations (1.2) and (2.11), we calculate ). sin cos ( 2
If taken derivative of the this expression,
If made cross product from the equations (2.17) and (2.18), we have 
where coefficients are
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Example. Let us consider the unit speed evolute curve and involute curve, respectively 
According to definitions, we reach specific Smarandache curves belonging to Sabban frame of this curve. 
Conclusion
In this article, we reviewed the well-known involute and evolute curves in the literature. We have created the Sabban frames on the unit sphere of the involute and evolute curves. We got Smarandache curves from the Sabban frame and calculated the geodesic curvature of these curves. Finally, we have given an example and have driven their shapes in the Mapple program.
